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Introdnetion. There are many difficulties in listing and analyzing
educational problems. The ov,..rview will be preceded by a brief
discussion of some of the factors which have been encountered thus
far in the work of the planning unit. These include the following:

o naming a problem

o evidence

o minimax nature of programs

o cycling of causes

o society and education

o educational vs. system problems

o checks and cross checks

Naming problem. Depending upon values and the assessment of the
situation, informatics: may be interpreted as representing (a) a
symptom of a problem, (b) a pLoblem, or (c) a reasonable ea1 accept-
able level of a class of events. For example, an apparent ,ncrease
in violence in schools and cities may be a symptom of a mojr,r dis-
affection with the establIsbmPht or society; it may be a major
problem in its own right; it may be merely a false effect of better
record keeping; or it may be an acceptable indicator of the greater
individual liberty and affluence which in turn can be associated
with the increased militancy of some groups.

A problem is a problem, then, because it is thought to be a problem
in the minds of men. Thus values become an intrinsic part of any
educational problem analysis. Values, the inferences of values,
and the diversity and multiplicity of values among majority and
minority elements are extremely difficult to assess. When we
go ahead and discuss problems we must be aware of the tricky
ground which we tread upon. We must be prepared to re-open the
discussion and re-analyze when new arguments and new evidence
come to light.

Evidence. Our analysis rests upon both implicit and explicitly
stated evidence. Certain statistics and observations get transformed
into a kind of popular mythology which is dangerous to the integrity
of the analysis. Attention to statistia3may generate a program
which has effects which are worse than the problem to be solved.
For example, some parts of the welfare system seem to have this
property. People on welfare are penalized for initiative and
productivity and thus are kept in a dependent state. Statistics
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about able bodied men living in the homes of women receiving welfare
led to regulations which generated spying, lying, and the break-up
of important human relationships.

Minimax Nature of Paaarams. We often act as new programs were all
to the good. This is not true even under the best of circumstances.
Every program has its price. Time and energy are taken from other
activities: people's lives are diverted. Resources that could be
used in other ways are allocated to the program under consideration.
Solutions are applied to situations and people for whom tba wograin
is inappropriate. Especially in education we are trying to maximize
certain effecta while minimizing certain other effects.

For example, when almost everyone has a high school diploma we may
make life miserable for the remaining few who do not compla4-e high
school. Thus "success" always has its irredicible cost ana ane con-
cept of "success" becomes more ambiguous. In particular, an assess-
ment of the negative aspects, unanticipated side-effects, ramifications
ana costs of ths: positive aspects of a program shoulal caaatantly be
:.aaing place. it order to improve the program accooatina vi .costs
and benefits, criticism that has any element of truth should be accorded

high value.

Primary and Secondary Problems. Problems and Causes. Cyclina of
Cao;es at Different Lewis. AZ. soon as a problcm such as thc,

Miseducation of the Disadvantagea begins to be analyzed, several
causes are put forward. Any attempt to deal with the causes
immediately elevates the causes to problems to be solved. For
example, if malnutrition is put forth as a cause of the educational
deficit of the disadvantaged, then getting adequate nutrition
delivered to the poor and disadvantaged becomes a problem.

Until a state function is available which describes the system we
are dealing with in terns of relevant variables (many times the
relevant variables are yet to be discovered), it is difficult
to assign coupling coefficients or ccefficients of importance to
the causes. It often depene, on the rawest kind of intuition to
establish a priority list. As will be seen, the chaotic situation
of our knowledge of our society and the relationships between
educational factors is, in Itself, an argument for the kind of
NIE which we envision. However, uncertaiaty does place limitations
on the auaytic process which should not be hidden.

A cause may appear at several different levels of an analysis. For

example, poor nutrition may appear as a primary biological factor
in poor development and poor learning ability. It may also
re-appear in an analysis of the education of the disadvantaged
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when we examine the psychological significance of food. Thus,
because of complex interrelationships among causes and events an
analysis is never "clean".

Society and Education. Some people have said that the U.S. will not
be able to get its educational house in order until we get our
society in order. Others look to education as a prime element in any
effort to improve the quality of our culture and our society. We

can rephrase the issue by saying that the interaction between education
and society is so pervasive that we cannot pretend to deal with one
without dealing with the other. The linkages, between education and
society are such that any significant change ia the educational process
;tor young or old) may automatically call for debate and discussion
which might appropriately be termed a program of adult education.

E]acational Problems vs. Educational System Froblems. A major classi-
acation of problems can be made depending Upon whether a problem is
a true educational problem (e.g. the fraction of our people who cannot
read) or whether it is a problm related to the present educational
,stem (teaching wage demands ..re contributig to the financial diffi-

culties of the schools). Thu; the entire financial crisis problem is
a problem of the educational system. Obviously the two kinds of problems
are initimately related. However, it may as5ist us in our thinking
to keep the difference clearly in mind. If we focus on the system
nroblems, we,may ncplect cossibilities of change which would eliminate

or vastly modify the system'. (The "things will have to get worse
before they get better" argument.)

For example, Illich and others believe that many of our educational
problems arc generated by the kinds of behavior required by the
fibre and structure of the social system of the. school. Specifically,
several consultants have expressed the possibility that children's
inability to read is generated by the social system into which
the children are placed and it is not strictly a pedogogical problem
at all. They would argue that any pedogogical or instructional approach
which assumes a pupil-class-teacher relationship more or less as it
is, is doomed to failure. On the other hand, a transformed set of
realtionships would cause the reading problem to vanish without any
advance in the methodology of teaching reading as it is commonly
thought of.

Outline of Problems Analysis. If we accept that the chances of error
arc great, a detailed and logical problem analysis can provide a context
for ideas and can make a public plan susceptible to scrutiny by a
wide range of scholars, practitioners, and other interested people.
Extensive scrutiny and debate can help to refine an analysis and reduce
the probability of error. In this spirit the following outline is
proposed for the anlaysis of educational problems.
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I. Statement of Problems.

A. Educational Problems,

B. System Problems.

II. Symptoms of Problems. Evidence.

III. Analysis of Causes.

IV. Possible Programs.

V. Cost of Possible Programs.

VI. Relation between ?rogram and cause.

VII. Expected improvements to be anticipated.

VIII. Needed research a-1d (12A7z.1vpments to facilitate progra

IX. Obstacles to programs

X. Ways that the program conld fail.

A. Signs that the program is failing.

B. Corrective action to be taken.

XI. Questions to be answered.

XII. Staffing and schedule for program.

XIII. Key decisions to be made with schedule of timing of
decisions. Who is responsible for each major decision.

This paper deals only with the statement of the problems, some
discussion (incomplete) of symptoms and evidence and some
questions which the problems raise.

Checks and cross checks. The human mind tends to focus on a few
salient features or a limited number of items. To escape from this
feature, the check list is used (e.g. list of camping items).

In dealing with any program as complex as an educational program,
checklists become very important. There are many taxonomies of
education, the educational establishment, educational processes,
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educational objectives, educationally related disciplines, etc.
In addition, the documents prepared in the course of the planning
effort will form a fairly comprehensive network of ideas and program
elements. It is proposed that every part of the NIE plan be used
as a checklist for every other part in order to anticipate ramifica-
tions, side effects, needed components of the plan, etc.

1. Educational Problems.

1. Reading. Reading and other verbal skills are basic a :d continuing
problems in education. Much of the debate about education swirls
around the definition and evaluation of reading competence, the
appropriate methods of re-alug instruction. Black parent. la the
inner city demand that the highest priority be given to reading in-
struction. Illiteracy as determined by army entrance tests, by
standardized school tests, Dy the national assessment project, and
by other studies is a major concern, but there is an entire spectrum
of concerns which would be the basis of legitimate efforts regardless
of the extent of Mit:crazy.

Reading is the touch:,tonc co a fexible learning environment. The
student who can read becomes much freer to engage in indeic.dent
study, problem oriented studies, use library resources, et:. The
age and manner of learning tn read can bias the future intellectual
development of an individual. Failure to learn to read can relegate
ono to a life of poverty (Tussing, 1970), frustration, and inability
to cope with the modern world.

"Even conflicting and competing surveys make clear that there
has been no large-scale preemption of one medium by another,
that each is used for a different set of reasons.

"His estimated receiving rate of bits (of information) per
minute received by an urban person for the various media are:
Reading - 1500, Films - 800, TV-400, Radio - 300, Lecture - 200,
Observation of environment - 100, Misc. - 100.

Thus, for every minute spent at information activities, reading
is almost double the 'efficiency' of the nearest competitor,
films, and 342 times its most famous competitor, television.

Print is neither dead or dying...the alphabet and document
still (are left) indispensible to the efficient use of the
eye and brain and to the demands of human rationality."

-Ben II. Bagdikian in The. Information Machines (Bagdikian, 1971).
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Arguments such as the above can be extended. In order to be free,
in order to function in a job and in society, reading is essential.

This importance of reading is supported by movements to make reading
a priority program of the government. The right to read program has
been supported by two successive commissioners of education. The
reading problem emerged spontaneously as a prime candidate for the
attention of the NIE at the product development meeting sponsored in
1,06 Angeles by the planning unit. A group of outstanding psychologists
convened by the planning unit recommended reading as a major focus
of research and development in the coming years.

TJhat are the dimensions of the reading program? Profiles cf Children,
a summary document prepared by the U.S. Government (see appendix p. )

(U.S. Supt. of Doc., 1970) Indicates that, depending upoe a.e and
place between 1 in four and one in seven children have troa.,...e reading
effectively. Another source (Bagdikian, 1971) states,

"...If routine access to current printed materfp! 1- udded to
personal illiteracy, tha proportion of the American pcpulation
that does aot regularly atserb printed material -loser to
207,"

Evidence from a Harris survey to determine functional illiteracy
(inability to fill out a routine form) and rejection rates foy the
army on the basis or illiteracy support the above figures. The .

reading problem is significantly worse among blacks than among the
white majority.

If there is almost unanimous testimony and evidence that reading is
a major educational problem, there is no consensus on the means of

attacking the problem. In fact, some people do claim that reading is only
a problem because it is so decreed and enforced by the dominant white
cultire. Others insist that reading would be learned more quickly
and naturally at age 8 or nine if there were not pressure to read at
age six. Other proposed solutions include more Sesame Street type
programs, early reading readiness, early .1.ormal education, medical
diagnosis and treatment, and early learning to learn programs.

It should be added that significant numbers of people of all ages
have reading difficulties. A national reading program would encompass
the full range of ages and educational aspirations. i.e. Many college
students or would be college students cannot read effectively for
advanced study.
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Several questions are posed by the above.

1. To what extent is the requirement of reading an artifact of our
expectations?

Mathematics. An advanced technological society which attempts to
deal with the quality of lif, ,,ad ecological relationships mustAhave a e number of citizens who can use the language and ccncepts of
mathem . . As the side effects of technology (or even the dismantling
of some aspect of technology) become more serious, more and more in-
formation must be processed using the techniques and skill,: 'f the
mathematician. At the meat _.,...,:!ay levels of decision making con-
cepts of numbers and st.9tistics are essential for functioning.

The international mathematics survey implies a relative deficit of
achievement in mathematics in the United States relative to other
developed countries such as Japan.

Carl Bereiter has indicated that according to his research am his
criteria that schools in NoiLh America are able to teach computational
skills but they are not able to teach arithmetic problem solving
ability. i.e. Other things bein;L equal students do not improve
in arithmetic problem solving ability as a result of instruction.
(Bereiter, 1969)

Arithmetic and mathematics are considered important by students
parents and society in general. Yet: in 1961 Martin Mayer wrote
in his study of the schools,

"In the elementary grades, mathematics education in
American schools is catastrophically bad..."

"On the secondary level...American schools have in fact,
fallen well behind their European contemporaries..."

Martin Mayer quotes Edward bogie, David Page, and Max Beberman in
support of his position. (May, 1961) Yet, in the years since
Mayer's book was written the efforts to reform mathematics education
have run into massive difficulties. (Newsweek, May 10, 1965, Shaw, 1969.)

It was suggested by Minsky and Pappert at the Berkeley meeting that
in order to communicate and teach the esthetic and creative component
of mathematics as well as the more conventional problem solving and
computational skills, a new approach would hi.: needed. We need to
create a "Mathlend" in which the skills of mathematical thinking .

give the student potency, a sense of mastery of his environment and

the opportunity to cl:eate.
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Clif. Swartz of Stoney Brook has suggested that the ability fo7. certain

levels of mathematical conceptunlization arc something either one has
or one does not have. However, William Johntz of U.C. has a program
for teaching math concepts which seems to challenge this view.

Thus the following beginning list of questions might be generated
about mathematics.

1. What is the relationship between various mathematical abilities
_nom! (the concept of a minimally well-educated perso7.?)

2. What is the relationship between mathematical ability and various
forms of competencein work, in life as a citizen, ininteTnersonal
and private activities?

3. What is the tolerable, optimum, or appropriate mi.xturc of lieople
a. who aro highly sophisticated in math, b. who arc co mpaL.ent in the

i.iath and statistics, c. who are e..,metetit: in the

skills for various technical and skill based jobs ano d. who are
eompetent in the statistical concepts and skills rcial'ed to deeision
iitaking?

4. What kinds of environments can we provide in order to maxiwize
various kinds of arithmetic, mnaematical, and statistical abilities?

5. How can We wove math:natics into the life of the student in order
to increase the probability that he will. use what he has learned in
situations outside of the classroom?

6. What relationship must innovative programs have with the adult
community in order to maximize what is possible and probable with
children and teenagers?

7. What are the consequences of various curriculum decisions? e.g.

What should be taught? What can be taught? What sequences should
be used? What alternatives and options should be offered? When
should decision points be faced? Who should decide?

Commitment to Learning. Loss of curiosity and eagerness to learn.
In spite of endorsements of life. -long learning, there is evidence
that students become more and more displeased with school with each
additional year of schooling. Furthermore, the overt dissatisfaction
with schools in general and particular aspects of schooling has been
increasing in recent years.
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Popular thinking seems to be that the first effect is the result of
the dehumanizing aspect of schooling (cuality of eduation). i.e.

Children come to school' with natural curiosity and school gradually
kills their natural love of learning. The second effect is attributed
to greater awareness of the childish, arbitrary and "irrelevant"
aspects of the school establishment.

Alternative views are possible and should be examined in the light of
psychological and sociological knowledge. Both effects may be an
intrinsic effect of maturalion and increasing competence ('.e.
the old dog new tricks effect). In any case the problem is sufficiently
serious that the following Questions should be examined.

1. What kinds of environments and interactions will generate per-
sistence and attention to lf-nrning new skills in entirely Pct./ areas?

2. illat are the advantages and disadvantages of extension of learning
in the direction of previously learned skills and interests (speciali-
zation) and the acquisitisn of entirely new skills and knowlsdge across
a broad range of discIplin:sn (becoming a generalist)? The analysis
should examine not only e(4iLs and benefits but also the pos,ibility of
inhibitory effects.

3. What are the patterns which correlate with increasing rejection
of formal instruction and vhich patterns correlate with persistence
in formal instruction in both the specialist and generalist types?
(e.g. patterns of experience patterns of personality, etc.)

Motivation. Large differences in acheivement can be obtained with
a change in the motivational state of the learner-other things being
equal.

The following table shows interesting patterns(OE 38000 EQUALITY OF
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY. p. 23) of response to questions related J

motivation among different minority groups of 12th grade students.

Behavior modification techniques have also been employed to increase
responsiveness and attention to learning tasks. While, some significant
results have been reported, there are a host of unanswered questions

and concerns. In particular the long term consequences and implications
of manipulative reward systems on the student's image of the world
is the basis of many objections.
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of the data gathered in the survey so that research
workers will have easy access to them.

Opportunity iii litstitutions. of Higher
lidttea Lion

The largely segregated systein of higher educa-
tion in the South has made comparison between
colleges attended mainly by Negro students and
mainly by majority students easy in that region.
Elsewhere it has not been possible in the past to
make comparison between educational oppor-
tunities because of the general policy in Federal
and State agencies of not collecting data on race.
In the fall of 1965, however, the Ottice of Educa-
tion reversed this policy as a result of the interest
of many agencies and organizations le I tie progresi
of minority pupils in gaining access to higher
education. The racial composition of freshmen
of all degree-seeking students was s'stsined front
nearly all of the colleges and universities in the
Nation.

These, racial compositions have been cross -
tabulated against a variety of CilliVOPIOristics of
the institutions in the rerort. itssif. Here we
present only three such cross-tabulations which
relate particularly to the overall nuaihy of tile
institutions. First, there are presented three
tables (11, 12, 13), showing the distribution of
Negro students in number and by percentages over
eight. regions of the Nation. Over half of all
Negro college students attend the largely segre-
gated institutions in the South and Southwest.
About 4.6 percent of all college students arcs

Negro.
Following the three distribution tables are three

cross-tabulations showing, respectively: student-
faculty ratio, percent of faculty with earned
doctorate, and average faculty salary. Looking
at table 14, the upper column headings classify
the institution by percent, of Negro students in
the total enrollment; for each of these the next
column headings show the number of sueh insti-
tutions in the category at the left of the table and
the average number of students per faculty ment-
he; the average is weighted (abbreviated in table
bead "Wtd. avg.") by the number of students in
an institution, so that large colleges have large
influence on the average. For example, the num-
bers 8 and 22 in the top line of the 0 percent.
column mean tliat there were S institutions iu t he
North Atlantic. region with no Negro students,
and that there were on the average 22 students

24

per faculty member in these S institutions. The
bottom line shows drat whereas the bulk of the
institutions (1104 in the (- -2 percent column) have
on the average 20 students per faculty member,
those with predominantly Negro enrollment (the
96 in the 50-100 percent column) have on the
average 16 students per faculty member. Table
15 provides the same categories of information on
the percent, of faculty with Ph. D. degree. Negro
students are proportionally in colleges with lower
proportions of Ph. D. faculty (bottom line of
table 15) this is generally but not always true in
the various regions.

Table 16 shows the s..-erage annual salary in dol-
lars for faculty members in the same format as
before. Negro students are in colleges sub-
stantially lower facult., .,,.'.cries. The institutions
in the South and Southwest generally pay lower
salaries titan those in other regions, and the col-
leges serving primarily the Negro students are at
the bottom of this low vole.

Other findings of the study are that-(1) in
every region Negro stszl,nits are more likely to
enter the State College ssstem than the Sate Uni-
versity system, and further they are a smaller
proportion of the student body of universitiss than
any other category of public institutions ei higher
education, (2) Negro students are more frequently
found in institutions which have a high dropout
rate, (3) they attend mainly institutions with low
tuition cost., (4) they tend to major insengineering,
agriculture, education, social work, social science,
and nursing.

Future teachers

Since a number of investigations of teacher
qualification in the past few years have indicated
that teachers of Negro children are less qualified
than those who teach primarily majority children,
this survey investigated whether there might be
some promise that the situation may be changed
by college students now preparing to become
teachers. To this end, questionnaire and achieve-
ment test data were secured from about 17,000
college freshmen and 5,500 college seniors in 32
teacher training colleges in 18 States that in 1060
included over 90 percent of the Nation's Negro
population. Some. of the findings of this survey
are:

1. At both the freshman and senior levels,
future teachers are very similar to students in their
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Motivation is related to the problem of continuing eagerness for both
specialized and .general learning. (See commitment to learning). Thus
part of the problem seems to lie in the changes which have occured
in society so that students arc not motivated to pursue non-relevant
subjects. Relevance seems here to arise from a combination of interest
and immediate applicability.

Once the field of affective traits is opened up we should also consider
other related characteristics such as persistence, interest, curiosity,
attention, frustration level, rPsponse to challenge, etc. which des-
etibe the way that individuals ;nLeract with Lleir enviionmcnt in
general and with learning experiences in particular,

questions related to motivation are the following:

1. How does the range of expelitnce (from affluence and pleasure to
deprivation and punishment) in naturalistic situations affect the
motivation of the learner?

2. Does the virtual eliminatiOn of overt punishment (physical and/or
psychic) merely shift the baseline of what is perceived as punishment
to relative absence of reward, success, and/of praise?

3. Does interest and curiosity saturate in the open classroom?

4. How does group activity act as an intrinsic reward and/or motivational
device?

5. Are there cycles of experience (e.g. structured, unstructured,
group, individual, harsh, benign, diagnostic, paced, games, formal, etc.)
which maximize motivation and the intensity of the learning experience?

6. Are there mixtures of long and short term vistas, hopes or pro-
jections which maximise the normal motivation of individuals?

Many of the affective terms are not well defined in the conceptual
or scientific sense. A further question then is:

7. Are there physiologic cc:relates of emotional states which can
help us to define the affective terms more precisely.and yet with sufficient
relation to conventional meaning so that practical conclusions can be
drawn?

8. To what extent does the learner's level of awareness of a motivational
manipulation interact with the potency of the manipulation?
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IleaTonse and aipropriatenes of curriculum. The question of the
knowledge and abilities most worth having raises particularly
difficult problems in times of rapid change. Old disciplines lose
their legitimacy and we often have difficulty legitimating that
which is new. We need-to gue! against faddism, rationalization of
easy alternatives, and unproved claims of experts. That which is
tried and true can be preserved or discarded for the wrong reasons
while reason has not yet bee. Lefincd sufficiently to completely
replace intuition, experience, and wisdom. Experience still seeks to
bridge the gap between. Ilat learuer wants and what the learner
needs. Most students will confess that their immediate intetests
and desires are not neeessz.rily in their long range best interests,
that a knowledable teacher and advisor has a responsibility to in-
volve a student with knowledge which he may not perceive as,useful.
In this case the trustworthineac and credibility is critical to the
authority of the teacher. however the old authority of the ealcated
and experienced person !Irlq '72_n severely strained by the wide
spread awareness of tLe failures, pretensions, aad arrogance of the
older generation in generaA and the university faculties in
particular. The evidence c(o7 the above arguments lies in the relatively
recent wave of student challenge of established school authol7ity as
well as parental authority. (Johnson, Washington Post, June 6, 1971,
Harris, 1969. Byler, 1969.)

The issue of the curriculum does not die at the subject level. Even
within subjects there is change and a variety of competing ideas so
that the very diversity of available curricular materials generates
a problem of evaluation, and selection.

The curriculum problem is also related to the problem of perceived
relevance and motivation. The interrelationships among these
problems would be another important part of the problem analysis.

1. What, if any, subjects should be required of all students? What
objectives should be mastered by all students (if any)?

2. How shall. change and renewal be brought to the curriculum? Should
individual curriculum projects and commercial interests set the pace
and cycle of renewal and revision or should there be an ongoing body
with responsibility of injecting new knowledge and perspective into
education?

3. What miNture of consensus, authority, pluralism, and diversity
should be represented in the options, alternatives, and choices
available Le bcudents, Teachers, and parents?
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4. What role in curriculum decision making should be played by
scholars, teachers, government agencies, and other organizations?

5. How do commercial, certification, and gatekeeper functions
(e.g. What sells well, who ge:: degrees and licensed, who gets ad-
mitted to college?) affect the curriculum and what changes should
be made in the relationship between those functions and the con-
trol which they exert on the eiiculum?

6. How can we negotiato bet-: -gin parties so that students aie
protected from rationalizing that everything which is unpleasant
or difficult is "irrelevant"?

Relevance may otherwise come to frequently mean things which are
immediately interesting or perceived as immediately useful..
Activities which require per.listence or which have intervals of
necessary or unavoidable boro,.!om can be labeled as irrelevant.

Dealing with Change. The feet of rapid change in society relates
to all the other problews diseussed. Many things that some call
bad today (e.g. forcing adul:_ decisions upon children) were
accepted as good by most people only a few years ago. The

dilemma runs something like this:

Almost every aspect of education must be subject to change in
response to new developments, new aspects of society. Yet when we
move to change some formal organized system within the larger
society, the lack of knowledge often creates further and greater
problems than we started with. (e.g. The side effects of
pollution, inequitable welfare systems, the disaster of a limited
war, etc.) Von Eeuman described the problem thus: Technology and
knowledge create change and the possibility of change. However,
because technology can create large and unanticipated side effects,
technology and knowledge also create the danger of instability in
the system. (Von Neuman, 1956.)

We can remake the world to create our own future only if we have the
important variables under control. It is doubtful that we can do
this with traditional wisdom and managerial procedures since the evidence
is (Tofler, 1970; What we must do Platt 3969) that traditional wisdom
and decision making systems did not prepare us for the present state
of affairs. Therefore, it would seem that an educational system must
be invented which enables people to learn effectively under conditions
of rapid change and which teaches people to cope with rapid change.
/Note: It seems clear that the problem of dealing with change is
both a system problem and a problem in the education of the

individual./
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The following questions arise from such considerations.

1. What kind of authority system can replace the systems which are
either being challenged or which have been broken down?

2. What fraction of time and resources must he allocated "- the
process of continuing change in the curriculum, the methods of
teaching, the use and evaluation of technology, the social and
decision meking structure of the school, etc.?

3. How can we control the instability inherent to rapid e"--ze?

iwo brief comments may be appropriate here. A useful am-logy is
that of a feedback control . "stem. The control system serves
change and maker, adjustmoucs to the change so that something is con-
trolled at a de.cirable Tf the response of the system is too
sleggish the system never arrives at the desirede level control.
If the system responds too rapidly, the system tends co weee-Iloot
the desirable control level and the system oscillated

In order to respond with appropriate speed the system needs
accurate and valid information, a good information processieb,
system, and a good mechanism for responding to the informaLicn.
!'agreeing that such a model and enalogy is limited in the extent
to Oich it can portray the true complexity of the educational
system, one can describe instances which imply that each of the
three analagous components of our education system is defective.

4. How can we draw the line between what is best for society
as a whole and the needs of each student? This ques:ion arises
because the condition of rapid change is both a system problem and
a problem of the education of each individual, i.e. We need to create
educational systems which do not become obsolete because of rapid
change and the individual needs an education which enables him to
deal with rapid change.

The problem of dealing with change is both a problem for
education itself and a problem for the educational system.

Assessment testing and evaluation. There is little unambiguous
evidence regarding either the performance of individuals or the
characteristics of groups. American. students are either incompetent
in mathematics or they are being asked to learn skills which have no
utility. Students fro, block ghettos either do not have the language
skills in order to Leann effectively or they arc being victimized
simply beceueo they have a diffcrcri: NAlich does not happen
to be the one. used by the dominate white culture.
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Multiple choice "objective" tests are criticized because of their
normative bias (Glaser, 1968) and because they do not allow for the
perspective of the person taking the test (Uoifman, 1964). Many
formal tests, especially pencil and paper tests, are criticzed be-
cause they cannot test the true objectives of education or because
the learner cannot exhibit what he truly knows in that format.

Tests and testing programs interact with one's self-image (Brim, 1969),
the teacher's and parent's image of the learner. These images of the
learner must necessarily interact with many educational decisions.

The time required to develop nn adequate profile and to keep that
profile up-to-date can be great and costly. Naturalistic tests and
observations, performance tests with actual objects (e.g. actually
type a message, machi ne. a maL-1 object to a certain tolerance, etc.),
and projective tests a;1 require adult observation and would seem to
drive the cost of testing to aoove presently acceptable lcveis.

Possible solutions include mafr,ng use of sampling procedures, criterion
reference tests, developirg various ways in which the learner can
challenge and modify the testing system used on him, more effective
cycles of testing and Le-allocating the use of resources to cake
testing and assessment of individuals more central to the learning
rrocess.

Also to be examined are the people who can and should have access
to test and assessment information, when the information should
be available, and how the information should he presented.

Further questions:

1. To what extent can unobtrusive measures of student activity and
student output contribute to testing and assessment? (see Unobtrusive
Measures by Campbell et al.)

2. To whit extent can testing be a way for the student to do his
own reality-testing of the relationship between his abilities
and characteristics and the world?

3. To what extent does testing merely confirm an individual's
relationship to the social heirarchy around him (see "Student as
controller of his own learning." comments by Joan Bissell.)
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Testius, and the laraer system. Testing results are used to form judg-
ments and make system wide decisions. Either massed data (e.g. reading
source from an entire city) or sample data (e.g. National Assessment)
arc used. Once again the entire range of statistical questions is
opened up. In what ways are the tests invalid or inaccurate? To
answer this question often requires an item by item scrutiny by very
well educated individuals. (e.g. Comments on science by Dr.
Elizabeth Wood, 1970.) In what ways do the tests tend to define what
will be taught rather than merely assess what has been learned? that

inferences and decisions can legitimately be made from statie7tical
results of tests and what evidence is there that such decisions re-
sult in improvement rather than merely something different? To what
extent do testing programs (if they are of sufficient scale to do any
good) take away needed resources from the teaching and learning
function of schools? This in turn raises the general.ques,iea of
scale. how massive must a testing and assessment program be in order
to do the job we expect? Is there a chance that the present programs
:re orders of rsgnitude too small?

E.aaluation implies a determination of how' good or bad a rrogram is.
In the words of Dr. Atkin, the evaluation focuses on a unique event
and comes to a decision about its worth. Dr. Scriven, %alio is working

on an evaluation plan for the NIE, has focused attention on the
distinction between in-process evaluation which serves to provide
feedback information to improve the final result or product and summary
evaluation which draws a major conclusion after a program has had
enough time to show how good it is.

At the present time the field of evaluation is in a state of growth
and change. The relationship of evaluation to values, self-interest,
and power make the problem of evaluation an extremely difficult one
to reduce to comcortable terms. (e.g. A recent panel of consultants
raised the question, "Who evaluates the evaluators?") An honest eval-
uation policy raises questions of spying on workers, the negative
effects of being evaluated, self-interest, conflict of interest, and
challenge to established authority. Nevertheless, unless we can
evaluate we can never find out if Cie emperor has any clothes on.

Physical. Violence Disruption. This may include the following: Overt
hatred, passivity and withdrawal, possible adverse consequences of
attempts to control violence. Disruption has reached a level that in
some sense can be measured by meetings and publications held to dis-
cuss the phenomenon. (Disruption in Urban Public Schools by S. Bailey.)
(Buder, 1971) Whether the evidence is sufficient to consider violence
and the probability of violence a major problem depends upon one's
interpretation of the events. Apparenay may middle cic..ss families
arc leaving, the inner cities to flee the threat of violence. Media
attention to lurid crimes may make a real problem out of a set of
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symptoms; hm-ever, if enough people believe that violence is a problem,
then the fear of violence becomes a major problem.

Even if violence is not a major problem for most schools at the present
time, it is a potential problem. We should be alert to their symptoms
and use the information in order to diagnose the causes and for
clues to treatments of the unuerlying causes.

if we do accept ,;iolence and disruption as'a problem, we can ask the
following questions: (Note: I used Bob Davis' list (RBT), Internal Note #2)
of problems for this and a few other problems. (However, the responsi-
bility for the wording is min'.)

1. How much of violent and disruptive behavior is physiological
(e.g. due to impropel. blood level, brain damage or brain
tumors, double-y chromosomes, etc.)?

2. Is violence the result of the dominant culture being rciccted
by the subculture?

3. What is the interaction between TV and school violence aad school
violence and disruption?

4. Does the school breed violence by the way it treats children
(e.g. destruction of initiative, self-confidence, curiosity,
resourcefuln,..ss, persistence). Does the school fail to prevent a
tendency toward violence when it fails to develop self-respect and
respect for others, when it fails to develop love for oneself and
others, when it fails to develop self-reliance? Are there hidden
messages in what the school teaches by example which promote vio-
lence?

5. How much school violence comes from the machismo mystique which
accepts the model of doing battle with the community or establishment?
How many students involved in violence have parents (especially fathers)
who are involved in community battles?

6. Does violence increase as the deprived become increasingly aware
of discrepancies among different elements of society?

7. Is violence more acceptable to certain groups than to others?
If so, which groups have a low threshold for violence: and what
triggers violence?

8. Does the government and other established authority breed vio-
lence by hidden messages and by official acts of violence such as
capital punishment, war, etc? i.e. Is there a double standard
for violence in the eyes of many citizens?
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9. How can we deal with the position that violence is justifiable
and legitimate under certain circumstances to right an injustice and
to deal with an unresponsive power structure? (e.g. The American
Revoltition?)

Coping Skills. Contact with the "real thing." Process. Students
do not typically learn the complex of coping skills which help one
to function in the beaurocratic, legal and structured networks of
society. (e.g. How to apply for a job, how to plan personal vinances,
bow to cope with authorities, how to schedule time, how to deal with
repair problems, hew to cope with medical emergencies, how tv start
a small business! etc.) (Note: Joan Bissell has a list of such "real
life curriculum items. Also, in the book, "Teach us what we want
to know." (Byler at al) there is evidence that children world find
relevance in learning coping skills.

"Schools rarely teach the real alias.. Instead they teach "some-
thing else" (Bruner's phrase). e.g. Tenth grade geometry may eon-
slLt of memorizing proofs of a few theorems. This isn't reel mathe-
matics. Junior !ligh science may consist of memorizist; voeabulary
lists. This isn t real science." (Robert Davis in Internal Note #2,
Ms-ch 30, 1971.)

Schools without walls asd schools which bring the. professionals,
craftsmen and workers into the school to work with children, offer
approaches to teaching the coping skills, and bringing students
into contact with the real thing. Project and problem teaching in
which students engage in realistic efforts to do things, to change
things in the community, to build things, to sell things also can
promote the coping skills.

Problems lie in the relationship between coping skills and the
underlying academic skills. How do the priorities get asserted?
Integration of coping skills, process skills, and experiences which
deliver the essence of a subject can be attempted, but the results
are unclear. Integration of these factors raises the problem for the
student of dealing with a confusing range of variables. Separation
into simpler - less realistic - segments is often done so that the
student does not have to deal simultaneously with too great a number
of new elements.

Questions arising from the problem of teaching coping skills, process
skills, and contact with the "real thing."

1. Can a curriculum which attempts to teach these more subtle and
difficult aspects of education be efficient and also deal adequately
with the basic academic subjects?
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2. Can schools develop a methodology to teach coping and process
skills with a reasonable probability of success?

3. How much time should be devoted to teaching the coping and
process skills? What cycle, frequeacy, of teaching should be employed?

4. To what extent would and should acquisition of coping skills be
tne individual responsibility of students and an outgrowth of the
academic curriculum?

S. To what extent should contact with "the re4 thing" be an oppor-
tunity within schools rather than a uniform teaching responsibility?
t.. g. Opportunity to spend a day or so with a scientist in his lab-
oratory, opportunity to go to scientific meetings, etc.)

how can teaching of coping skills, process skills, and
opportunities for contact with genuineness be used to increase moti
vation, a sense of relevance.

i. What is the longitudinal outccme of current attempts to implement
process curricula? (e.g. AAAS - SLience, A Process Apprortch.) To

what extent do these curricula fairly represent the process ideal?

3. To what extent can new learning environments using games, simula-
tions, and challenging problems ppximize process learning?

9. Can schools develop a sense of various "rcalitites" (RBD Note 02-
See this note for the following questions as well.) e.g. California
as a real place; injuries as real possibilities; crime as a real event
with real consequences; businesses and buying stock as real.

Can we give the student these realities as possibly related to himself
and within his spere of decision making.

10. Can schools find ways to provide adequate career models so that,
for example, a student can envision himself as being a lawyer? This
would require contributions from individuals who study, analyze and
have some understanding of adult role models, "ego ideals", culture
values, "modeling theory" in social psychology, social facilitation
theory, etc.

11. Can schools find ways to develop self-reliance, realistic personal
goals, self-confidence, resourcefulness, persistence, creativity, etc.

12. How can we prevent courses designed to teach coping skills from
degenerating into travesties of the original idea? (Many "general
business courses" are supposed to teach practicallshills, but the
material and the manner of teaching often make the case worse than
the disease.)
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II. System Problems

The Failure of organizations. (Schools, school sytems, State
Departments of Education, colleges, etc.). The network of
political and social structures within organizations is resistant
to modification. The formal and informal decision making processes
within educational organizations are resistant to rational and
humane change. (Argyris, 1958) They are not self-renewing, adaptable,
responsive to children, students, parents, minorities or even the
will of the majority. They have difficulty managing and utilizing
the resources at their disposal. They are not' pod for the growth

the human beings who work within them or for when they provide
services." (Robert Davis, Note #2) Evidence of difficulty in the work
situation for teachers comes, in part, from unionization trends and
tr,nsher strikes.

Ti e Community School Project in the Adams-Morgan area of Washington,
D.C. returned to a fairly traditional format nfter seemingly heroic
efforts to create new relationships and new forms of decision making
and change. The system was resistant to change and restoring forces
returned to an equilibrium state much like the one which generated
the movement for change.

Studies have shown that a new teacher going into an established
school pith ideas of change is "shaped up" within 6 to 8 months
at the most and within that time gives up her ideas of change.

Innovation suffers from "the great man" syndrome. An innovation
survives as long as a strong charismatic leader provides the
driving force. (e.g. Winnetka, Illinois under Washburn and
Mar land.)

Possible interpretations of the situation follow:

The nature of the constraints--political, social, value laden,
rooted in the general upheaval of society--are not well understood.
Therefore, when we install change, we neglect to adjust or take
care of many of the elements in the network which have been disturbed
by the installation. Without suitable adjustment the natural
responses of most of the elements begin to work against the
intruding innovation. (An obvious analogy is that of the bodies
response to an intruding virus or bacteria.) Eventually the
organization "heals" itself and rejects the innovation.
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Organizational theory is not even as well understood as education.
It is at a higher level of disciplinary complexity-yet the organiza-
tiom l system interacts strongly with the education which students
receive. Our organizational form is borrowed from the varieties of
organizational forms in society at large. Attempts to advance,
attain and hold status, affect decisions-according to conscious and
--conscious Aechanisms are taken from the larger society. Yet
schools--in order to accomplish their mission- -may need a new, as
yet uinvented organizational and decision-making structure.

Scale is one aspect of our orcarizations which seems to be causing
ee trouble and which is within our power to change. There may
be an organizational size beyond which responsiveness cannot be
sustained. Several movements to decentralize authority and
responsibility are taking place. and they should be closely
watched.

Teachers are individuals who, according to survc,ys, liked school
when they went through the system. Therefore *hey may be a con-
7ervative force and want to retnin that aspect of teaching which
led them into the profession. Innovative systems disturb the teacher's
role and we usually offer nothing valuable in human terms to make up
for the less. Therefore most (or enough at any rate) teachers may
overtly or covertly resist the change. (According to this
explanation.)

Surveys of the change process in schools show that changes imposed.
from above arc resented, less likely to be implemented and less
likely to be sustained when the initiating administrator leaves or
removes his attention. Yet change from below often causes adminis-

. trators to feel threatened and the innovation dies from lack of
administrative support.

Since the results of change are so long in becoming evident, there
is no adequate feedback system to indicate that a change will produet
really beneficial results. Therefore individuals' tend to fall back
to a steady state of activity unless constant pressure of an
innovative leader is exerted on them.

The adults of the community may not be-in tune with the change and
they are rarely brought into consensus with the change. Therefore,
the adults of the community respond negatively to observable effects
of the innovation (kids on the street during school hours, necking
on the school lawn, etc.). Sooner or later they express their
opposition in school board and bond elections and the system returns
to a more stable pattern. (e.g. School systems around Minneapolis.)
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These interpretations give rise then to the following questions:

1. Can we change the social and organizational structure of schools
independently of changes in society at large?

2. Can we negotiate new roles for teachers which offer ^ new
satisfactions which are at: least equal to those which must be
given up in restructured roles?

3. Can we discover short term outcomes which are reliable and
?_ccurate indicators of suture long-term results?

4. Can we find ways to interact and negotiate with the adult
community before and while cleiges are being instituted au that
a dangerous chasm is avoidei.1

The Quality of Teachers and Teaching. Many observers describe teaching
f4c bad. Silberman (1970) (Crisis Silberman not NCERD on) speaks
of the joylescress and mindlessness of the American public. class-
room. Koerner has written a book on the Mis-oducation of. American
Teachers. 1,414;C, well-r.ublicized efforts (para-professional move -

ment, team telcbing) have attempted to reshape the role of the
teacher. Consider the following aspects of teaching and teachers:

Graduates of Education courses are at the low end of almost any
currently available measure of academic aptitude, intelligence or
achievement. Therefore they may be unlikely to pursue subtle
nuances of new approa:thes to teaching.

As mentioned above, teachers as a class liked the schools that they
went through. Therefore, they may see nothing wrong with the scene
which others criticize so severely.

Teachers' taste in intellectual matters tends to be very much on
the order of the Reader's digest (Marcus, 1970). Therefore they
are unlikely to pursue and acquire (as a class) the knowledge which
should be introduced into the lives of children.

According to the observations of Phillip Morrison, teachers are
left-handed people. They are more interested in relationships
among people and affect than in abstract and highly structured
knowledge. They are, therefore, less likely to take a hard
disciplined approach to their profession unless the standards are
enforced in a fairly demanding way.
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College teaching in particular needs attention and reform. There
is a fair amount of observational evidence and expert testimony
that the specialized subject knowledge of the college instructor
does not ensure adequate teaching. In fact, it is charged that
the research oriented training in graduate schools results in a con-
temptuous attitude toward teaching. The Doctor of Arts progrA,,, is
designed to make a positive contribution to the art and discipline
of college instruction. College instruction couples into public
education directly through programs of teacher preparation ar4 certi-
fication. Any general solution to an educational problem should include
the coupling between college and society as well as the counl;ny between
college and pre-college education. This is especially true now that
such a ;Large percentage of students will in the future receive
post-secondary education.

Teaching can be imnroved by a. improved selection, b. improved
training and education, c. improved conditions for creative work
on i;le job, and d. improved continuing in-service education. Ti

we Accept the cha,-ge that teaching is in a bad way as a profession
then each of the.abeve approaches to improvement has severe
di:acuities.

Improved selection may be the most rapid method of improvement.
Thc !turnover rate for teachers has been fairly high (Half the

. teachers teaching at: any time will. be no longer teaching with
about ten years. (Statistical Abstract, 1964) This in itself would
seem to be an indictment of the work, but it also offers opportunity.
The difficulties in this approach are the following:

a. The image of teaching isEtill not good.

b. The credentialing process is repellant to many qualified people.

c. The new teacher must work in a social and political system
which tends to make him behave like the other teachers in the
system. Thus he either shapes up or leaves the profession.

The other methods of improvement have what I call "pipeline
problems. Before any improvement can be felt on a large scale
severe hurdules must be taken in sequence. For example:

_ 1. A new system or idea must be understood by those who affect the
teachers of teachers. The idea must be accepted aad new roles,
courses, and credentialing procedures must be approved. The time for
the diffusion and -acceptance of any significant new idea would be of

the order of five to Len years at the least.
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2. It would take at least four or five years for the first students
to pass through the system am! begin to enter the schools. (Probably
true even for the inservice idea.)

3. It would take at least "17" years before teachers represented
enough of the community of teachers to have any significant impact
upon the lives of children. The minimum total time then is of the
order of 15 to 20 years at th' least. TWenty years is a long time.
A new idea may be an anachronism within twenty years. To keep an
idea living, flexible and ne..,.rive during its twenty year nassage
into widespread use indeoo a difficult constraint upon th:
initial conception and design.

Of course, some solutions can be applied in parallel. The point
of the pipeline argument is that any teacher solution will require
other approaches to both support the teacher system during r period
of transition and to Lemov.! the load on a system so over-loa.led
that: additional presrelre pronanly results in poorer performance.
A Sesame Street for older students would have some of the ckaracter-
istics of such a support .system. Improved design of the s-hool
space and resources as well c new organizational designs would
also be in the right direction.

One suggestion is that groups of teachers who meet criteria for
a certain kind of instruction be grouped together in a school
in order to provide a critical. mass of like minded individuals. This
might prevent the dissipation of talent and the loss of motivation
of enthusiasm when an innovative teacher is isolated and unsupported.

In view of the difficulty of making rapid massive improvements in
the qunlity of teacher education and teacher personnel, several
possibilities should be e;:p]ored which can interact with and
support the teaching system.

The questions which arise from this serious problem:

1. To what extent can non-school alternatives (e.g. Private
enterprise efforts such as BRL,s experiment in Gary, Ind., or ex-
tensive use of home based educational systems) move quickly to
provide significant alternatives to the usual public school?

2. To what extent can new forms of schoo] orientation and
organization (e.g. free schools, open schools, voucher snhools)
create subsets of the school system which approximate the needs
and/or desires of a certain percentage of students and parents?
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3. To what extent can individuals within the community become
involved with the education of children to moderate and give
greater variety to the eduati.onal process so that there is less
dependence on the intellectual and personality characteristics of
the cadre of teachers?

4. To that extent can the entire system be restructured to allow
significant change in the approaches taken by individual teachers
'ithout the entire system's feeling threatened? i.e., Can an emerging
theory of organizations be applied to schools?

3. Can modifications be made ia the legal relationship between
children and schools to relieve some of the strains in the system
(e.g. skyrocketing absentee rates in high schools)?

6. Can new forms of negotiat'en among teachers, pupils, and
society, and parents allow some creative accommodations to be made
in a society in which the trer:' is that most parents will be at
least as well educated as the teachers?

The Rights of. Children (StudeaLs). A relatively recent problem
(arising along with concern fur the effects of the milieu of the
cchool on the self-image and actitude of the student) is the concern
for the rights of students and the legal rights of minors. Most of
us went to school when the teacher and principal's word was the un-
challenged law except in very rare eases. Suddenly we have begun
to consider the effects of previously unexamined impositions upon
the rights and lives of children. (Student as Nigf,er, Saturday

Review, July 17, 1971, page 42, and other materials by Holt and
others.) Extending the concept of freedom and individual rights
down to the elementary grades has created both new voices in a
creative discussiou of schools (e.g. underground newspapers, legal
cases) and new problems for the teachers, parents and the community.
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Under such probing what happens to the concept of a required
curriculum? Can children choose not to learn to read? Schools
were always subject to the fact that a child can refuse to learn
by a variety of mechanisms (you can lead a horse to water, etc.),
but now we are facing the challenge of whether it is proper to
ask the child even to participate in the formal setting 2.f he
chooses not to.

What happens to the schools' and the adults' responsibies
to safeguard children and prepare them for adulthood if the
concept of ti:: rights of children is snfficiently free-11.y Interpreted?

Research and F,avejuna Islodel. This country spends, coepal:ed
to other natiouq, huge amounts of money on educational u.4earch
and development. To many observers it is not evident that we
bave got an adequate return for our money, (OPPE, 1971.) Ibis
raises the following questions:

1. Do we eee:1 to (and how can we) raise the quality of research
and development personnel? Can we improve the selection process
to insure t1'-ac more qualified individuals will engage Iii C)e work
which needs to he done and that the voices of more qualified
individuals will be given proper weight?

2. Can we improve the training of research and development
personnel considering; the state of change and flux in the field
of educational research and development?

3. Can we (end do we need to) create a better model appropriate
for a pre-scientific field such as education? Is there too much
reliance on the hard laboratory sciences as a source of insight
into research and development procedures?

4. Can we do research and development on the process of dissem-
ination and implementation in order to bootstrap ourselves up
to the level of effect and competence in dealing with problems
which is needed? (Hively, 1971).

Indicators nnd_Statisttcs... The problem of analysis is made
difficult partly because the world is too much with us. Things
we take for. A-ranted and do not examine closely may be time bombs
which we will appreciate in retrospect only after they have
exploded. In education, some c.. the invisible or relatively

unexamined ti-.lngs ve do may be rending out signals which drown
out all the deliberate and plmined mensngos. For example, a
classroom :Item w.hici requires c7;trotlo r;cnitivity to the whims

of the teacher roay render incredible ally attempt to say that the
purpose of thy school is to teach independence and creativity.
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To remove such observations from the purely anecdotal, to prevent
from fixating upon the dramatic example which may not represent
the true overall picture, reliable statistics which illuminate
the situation are needed. What statistics from the silent genera-
tion of college students during the 1945-1955 decade could have
warned us of the turnoil in store for college administrators of
the late 1960's.

The search for useful and dramatic statistics is difficult.
Furthermore, there are pitfalls. A trend may -ae a fad which will
sUortly disappear and be forg,,tten or it may portend the most
serious up-heaval. Statistics must be interpreted. When we read

the statistics regarding vn^,nn in the proFossioe_ and in
positions of responsibility ao,1 authority, tLose statistics must
be interpreted. Interpretations will differ. Nevertheless,
rnnstantly pressing for new evidence which can both challenge
and help us to resolve our disputes seems to be the way of virtue.

Feemple of statistics which migtlt be useful in aralysis:

Characteristics and attainmeets of children ,11 foster homes.

incidence of stress diseases io different j6Ls.

Changes in suicide rates and suicide rates among different
groups.

Characteristics and number of people who choose to leave the
country.

Interaction between television programs and reading patterns.

Observations on spontaneous intellectual and learning activity
in unusual situations (e.g. jail, all male, all female, hospital,
mental institutions, Alaska va. Florida, etc.)

Income differentials between parents and children.

Information dissected in various ways and normalized to show
fraction of total income.

For example, the statistics on death rate, health, and mental
illness as a function of socioeconomic class are particularly
interesting for any interpretation of the educational problem.

Possible additional useful evidence:

Growth and developmynt of children over summer vacations.
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Effects of learning a second language.

intellectual .ruld learning attainments of people with various
handicaps incurred at various ages.

Characteristics of voter vs. non-voter.

Characteristics of voter in local elections vs. non-voter.

Characteristics of those who write a. to editor of local news-
paper, b. to congressman, c. to state legislator.

Characteristics of those .:.omplain to smallest local government
unit.

Taste (spontaneous) patterns of various groups in books, films,
newspapers, with some efforr to find instances uncontaminated
by knowledge of status conferred by a particular choice. Also
evidence of acquisition vs. readinry and assimilation would
be useful.

Characteristics of people .:Lo have respon,l,d to a particular work.

Characteristics of those who respond to a particular opportunity.

Particularly important arc: trends, changes in trends, or evidence
which counters conventional wisdom. For example, doctors and
medical students have extremely high rates of drug use. This

runs counter to the belief that education and knowledge of effects
will reduce the probability of drug usuage. OC course, a counter-
vailing reason for the use may he the extreme availability of drugs
to doctors. However, the statistics are still intriguing in defining
the limits of education.

Also particulrly important for the planning of educational change
are sudden shifts in governance rules. New sources of power and
decision making place new constraints on decision making. Often
changes in governance (e.g. ilclwling students and faculty on the
board of trustees) are the result of significant changes in the
way a significant fraction of the people view the world.

Conclusion._ The hasty overview which has bean presented cannot
adequately deal with the complexity and scope of education. The
volume of this report could easily be expanded by including
quotations and statir,tics from the supporting data. None of the
information leads to unequivocal conclusions. This overview,
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then, should only stimulate interested individuals to immerse
themselves more deeply into the scacch for evidence and the
refinement of interpretations and plans based upon the evidence.
Criticism of this report which could be the basis of a more
tightly written document would be greatly appreciated.

Appendix of Numbers and Statistics. There are a variety of
informative intrighin background statistics which do not
appear to be directly reT...Lable in the listing of problems.
These are included here:
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